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SUMMARY

The Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) Version 4 is a computer code that can

simulate the response of LWR plants during severe accident sequences and includes models for

all of the important phenomena which might occur during accident sequences. In this report,

MAAP4 code structure and core thermal hydraulic (T/H) model which models the T/H behavior

of the reactor core and the response of core components during all accident phases involving

degraded cores are specifically reviewed and then reorganized. This reorganization is

performed via getting the related models together under each topic whose contents and order are

same with other two reports for MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 to be simultaneously

published. Major purpose of the report is to provide information about the characteristics of

MAAP4 core T/H models for an integrated severe accident computer code development being

performed under the one of on-going mid/long-term nuclear developing project. The basic

characteristics of the new integrated severe accident code includes: 1) Flexible simulation

capability of primary side, secondary side, and the containment under severe accident conditions,

2) Detailed plant simulation, 3) Convenient user-interface, 4) Highly modularization for easy

maintenance /improvement, and 5) State-of-the-art model selection. In conclusion, MAAP4

code has appeared to be superior for 3) and 4) items but to be somewhat inferior for 1) and 2)

items. For Item 5), more efforts should be made in the future to compare separated models in

detail with not only other codes but also recent world-wide work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The MAAP (Modular Accident Analysis Program) code is originally developed as part of the

IDCOR (Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking) program following the TMI accident to address

the phenomenology of accident scenarios that could lead to a damaged core, primary system

failure, and containment failure in light water reactors. As the current time, the MAAP4 code

provides a useful methodology for analyzing the in-plant effects of a wide range of postulated

accidents and possible accident management actions. The code analyzes accidents which

generally fall into three categories.

a. Large break LOCA

b. Small break LOCA

c. Transient initiated events such as the loss of AC power

MAAP4 [1] simulates an accident transient, specifically accounting for system events which

occur during the transient, including operator interventions, until a permanently coolable state is

achieved or until the containment has failed and depressurized. MAAP4 includes models for all

of the important phenomena which might occur during accident sequences and the code is highly

modularized. Using the above two features, core thermal hydraulic (T/H) model which models

the T/H behavior of the reactor core and the response of core components during all accident

phases involving degraded cores is selectively treated in this report.

The purpose of report is to review and summarize the structures and phenomenological models

of MAAP code, then to provide information about the characteristics of MAAP4 core T/H

models for an integrated severe accident computer code development being performed under the

one of on-going mid/long-term nuclear developing project.

The contents of report are:

1. Demonstrations of code modeling for the important phenomena during core degradation in

PWR1 through which understanding for the core degradation process is enhanced

1 BWR model is not included in this report.
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2. Investigations of the strong or weak aspects of the MAAP4 code compared with other severe

accident codes used widely like MELCOR or SCDAP/RELAP5 codes, especially for core

T/H model.

This report covers the topics listed below:

a. Core T/H module structure analysis

b. Core nodalization

c. General core model

d. Core heat transfer model

e. Oxidation model

f. Clad balooning model

g. U-ZR-0 mixture model

Especially this report gives an emphasis to the core heat transfer model. In the topic <b>,

heatup of coolant and covered/uncovered nodes in core which is made via three heat transfer

modes, conduction/convection/radiation, is well characterized including detailed description of

equations and their variables.

As the scope of this report confines core-related module and phenomenology before core melt

relocation, the topics listed below are not covered in this report:

a. Molten debris pool and crust calculation

b. Collapse of degraded core nodes (and the whole core)

c. Debris material and energy transport in lower plenum

d. Primary system T/H calculation except core region

e. Reactor vessel failure mechanism

The following documentations are available for comparison of core T/H model in other severe

accident codes:

a. Review of MELCOR code structure and core T/H model [2]

b. Review of SCDAP/RELAP5 code structure and core T/H model [3]
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2. STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

2.1 OVERALL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

2.1.1 Modularization

The subprograms comprising MAAP are at four levels:

a. The high level (executive) subroutines,

b. The system and region subroutines,

c. The phenomenology subprograms, and

d. The property and utility subprograms.

The High Level Subroutines include the main programs, the input-output subroutines, the data

storage and retrieval subroutines, and the numerical integration subroutines. The high level

subroutines pass global variables by common blocks (not argument lists) and do not contain

physical models for the reactor plant. The time integration subroutines, INTGRT and DIFFUN,

control the time steps and call the system and region subroutines at each time step during an

accident transient.

The System and Region Subroutines include the EVENTS subroutine which sets the event

flags (Boolean variables) giving the status of the system and the status of operator interventions.

The event flags control code execution. Region subroutines define the differential equations for

the conservation of internal energy and mass. System subroutines examine inter-region flows.

Others (e.g., HEATUP) calculate the core temperatures and fuel-cladding-coolant interactions.

The system and region subroutines pass global variables by common blocks and operate on them

by calling the phenomenology subprograms.

The Phenomenology Subprograms are the heart of the MAAP code. They describe the rates

of the physical processes occurring in each region of the reactor plant model. The
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phenomenology subprograms generally pass variables only by argument lists and generally do

not use or alter global variables. The phenomenology subprograms are generic in nature and

can be called by any of the system or region subroutines or by other phenomenology

subprograms. This modularization allows the fundamental physical models to the changed by

altering or rewriting a subprogram independent of the rest of the MAAP subprograms.

The Property and Utility Subprograms give the physical properties (e.g., specific heat,

saturation pressure, viscosity, and thermal conductivity) of the important materials (e.g., steam,

water, and air). The property subprograms generally use only argument lists to pass variables

and do not have side effects on global variables. Property subprograms are generally called by

the phenomenology subprograms.

2.1.2 Computational Strategy

The flowchart contained in Figure 2-1 shows the subprogram calling strategy of MAAP4 (PWR)

code. The calling strategy starts with a main program, PMAAP, which, after preliminaries of

initializing the timer by calling TIMIT, setting up default model parameter values by calling

MAAPC, and getting the input file name by calling GETFIL, calls subroutine INPUT4, which

reads and processes the input file and, through a call to subroutine INPUTB, the parameter file,

thus defining the reactor configuration and the transient selected by the user. At the end of

INPUTB, a summary table of model parameter values is printed through a call to MAAPC and

the stand-alone benchmark mode is initialized through a call to BENCH. An original run is

initiated by calls to XPREFP and to XPREP which determine a steady state starting

configuration. A restart run is initiated by calling RESREK which reads the MAAP restart file.

Preliminary and initial calls to DIFFUN and DIFFP, and hence the region subroutines, and a

preliminary call to EVTCOD complete the initialization of the desired transient..

The main program then sequentially calls for each time step the following subroutines:

a. INTGRT, which determines the time step and which, through a call to subroutine INTGR1,



updates the thermal hydraulic variables by integrating the mass and energy balance equations

for one time step,

b. INTGFP, which updates the fission product variables,

c. EVTCOD, which, in turn, calls EVENTS to determine operator interventions and evaluate

the system caused event codes,

d. RESREK, which at user-selected intervals saves a debug restart file,

e. OUTPT1, which generates tabular output,

f. SUMMRY, which writes a summary of key events.

g. PLTMAP and PLTDOS, which write files of plot data for graphical display of selected

system variables, and

h. TIMCHK, which checks limiting time step variables.

The INTGRT subroutine calls subroutine DIFFUN which sequentially calls the region

subroutines describing the system models. The region thermal-hydraulic subroutines are:

- AUXREG for Containment
- BSTGEN/USTGEN for (Broken and Unbroken) Steam Generators
- CRMKTK for Core Makeup Tank
- PRISYS for Primary System
- PZR for Pressurizer

The generalized containment region thermal-hydraulic subroutine AUXREG has two functions:

1) to calculate the pressure, temperatures, and miscellaneous thermodynamic properties in the

region based on the current values of mass and energy of the components in the region, 2) to

calculate the rate of change of the dynamic variables in the region. The subroutines

BSTGEN/USTGEN, CRMKTK, and PZR calculate the thermodynamic properties and the rates

of change of the dynamic variables. The subroutine PRISYS for the primary system calls a

sequence of phenomenology subprograms and system subroutine HEATUP, which models the

core-coolant interactions determining hydrogen generation and calls again other phenomenology

subprograms.

2.1.3 Numerical Scheme for Differential Equation
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MAAP solves a set of lumped parameter, nonlinear, first order, coupled, ordinary differential

equations in time. Most of the differential equations express the conservation of mass or

energy. Momentum balances in MAAP are considered to be quasi-steady, which reduces them

to algebraic expressions. Therefore there are no differential equations in MAAP expressing the

conservation of momentum.

A "dynamic variable" is defined as being governed by a differential equation expressing

conservation of mass or energy.

The rates of change of mass and energy are derived from a mass or energy balance for a

particular component or material in a region. The general formula for the rate of change of

mass for each component i in a region is:

/ x / \ f rate of *\ ( net sources or sinks ^
M=(Win)-(W ) ± ± I (2.1-1)

• ' ' yphase change)' y by chemical reactions J

where (WM) and (W0H,) are the total inlet and outlet flow rates of component i. A flow rate of

component i is typically calculated as:

W, = WJxl (2.1-2)

where W, is the total flow rate of material j and x: is the mass fraction of component in material j

at the flow donor region. For example, the flow rate of hydrogen from region A into region B

equals the gas flow rate from A to B multiplied by the hydrogen mass fraction in the upstream

("donor") gas space ( MH2 /Mgas in A).

The general formula for the rate of change of energy for each material j in the region is :
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jVout hregionjj

rate of

phase change * Latent heat
heat generation rate\

by chemical reaction)'

heat transfer rate to~\ f internal heat transfer ^

equipment and walls f ^ rate between materials)'

(heaters\ , *
+ + v decay heat)

y power Jj '

where (hm );is the specific enthalpy of component i in the flow donor region.

(2.1-3)

Other differential equations are similar to one of the two following general equations:

x = Rate (2.1-4)

rce -T) + Q]/MCP (2.1-5)

In these equations M is mass, U is internal energy, Q is heat gain or loss, x is distance or radius,

T is temperature, H is heat transfer coefficient, A is heat transfer area, and MCp is heat capacity.

The dynamic variables defined in MAAP are classified by:

a. type (mass, internal energy, length, temperature, etc.),

b. region (core, cavity, quench tank, etc.),

c. material (corium, water, gas, etc.),

d. constituent/component (Zr, UO2, steel, hydrogen, steam, etc.).

The dynamic variables include:

1. The energies of the three major materials that may exist in the regions, namely corium,

water, and gas.
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3.

The masses of all the components of the three materials:

- corium (UO2, Zr, ZrO2, concrete slag, carbon, carbon steel, and steel oxide),

- water,

- gas (steam, H2, O2, N2, CO and CO2). The "gas" also can contain suspended water

droplets which are produced by supersaturation and water which has been absorbed by

hygroscopic aerosols.

Other appropriate dynamic variables, e.g., wall temperatures, corium crust thickness.

The integration strategy in MAAP is illustrated by the following diagram:

Phenomenological Subroutines
(e.g., RATES, BURN, GFL0W1) m, u

rates of
change of
dynamic variables

INTEGRATION
SUBROUTINES
CTNTGRT TNTGFP'l

m.u (dynamic variables)
r- masses, internal-.
L energies, etc. J

P,T,h,Cp,v (thermodynamic variables)
pressures, temperatures, ~"1
enthalpies, specific heat capacities,
specific volumes, etc. _J

Equations of state and thermo-
dynamic relations (e.g., PTCAL)

The physical models in MAAP are contained in subroutines which call the required

phenomenological subroutines and thermodynamic relations. The integration subroutines,

INTGRT and INTGFP, use the rates of change to update the dynamic variables.

2.2 CORE T/H MODULE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

2.2.1 Core T/H Module

The HEATUP subroutine models the thermal-hydraulic (T/H) behavior of the reactor core and



the response of core components during all accident phases. HEATUP includes and invokes

models for calculating core boiloff and recovery, hydrogen (H2) generation, natural circulation

flows, radiative and convective heat transfer within and from the core, and molten pool and crust

dynamics. Fuel melting and relocation are modeled separately in subroutine MOVECR which

is called by the integrator subroutine INTGR1. The overall core modeling is illustrated in

Figure 2-2.

In accordance with the computational procedure of the main MAAP program, HEATUP

calculates rates of change of the core state variables except for melt relocation. These rates are

determined from mass and energy balances, and are integrated externally to provide updated

values of the state variables at the next time step. Table 2-1 lists the main core component state

variables: the nodal masses and energies of the fuel (UO2), clad (zircaloy (Zr), ZrO2, stainless

steel (SS), steel oxide (SSO), and the U-Zr-0 mixture), and control rod (Ag-In-Cd or B4C, and

SS and SSO or Zr and ZrO2) components. Additional state variables include the cladding

strains and ballooning, and the fraction of the non-volatile decay power in each node. The

temperatures are explicitly calculated for the fuel, clad, and control rod components for each core

node. Those PWR users whose reactor has control material of B4C in lieu of Ag-In-Cd should

set the control parameter IBCCR equal to 1. Specifically, they should input the B4C control

material mass to structural material variable MSMO(l), SS sheath mass to MSM0(2), and zero to

MSM0(3). Variables MSM0(4) and MSM0(5) shall retain their nominal inventory of Sn and

Mn, respectively.

All important heat transfer processes are modeled in each core node among the fuel, clad, control

rod and coolant components. Also modeled are the radial thermal radiation between

neighboring nodes with a proper view factor, the radiation to core shroud/ barrel, the axial and

radial conduction/convection heat transfer between nodes, oxidation of Zr and SS, and the fuel-

clad interaction. Clad ballooning is evaluated based on the fuel-clad gap pressure against the

primary system pressure. Detailed core thermal-hydraulics and melt relocation are illustrated in

Figure 2-3.
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Core components may be partially covered by a water pool. Steam generated in covered nodes

boils up the pool. During boildown of the core water, heat generated in the covered part of the

core is transferred into the water pool as sensible and latent heat. Hence, the temperature of this

part of the core is close to the pool saturation temperature. In the uncovered part of the core, on

the other hand, heat can be removed by convection to the gas stream, and by pin-to-pin radiation

across the core. This heat removal rate is generally less than the decay heat generation and thus

the temperature in the uncovered region increases.

As the uncovered core heats up, differences in gas density across the core can induce natural

circulation flows between the core and the upper plenum. As the core heats up, the Zr clad

reacts with steam to form ZrO2 and H2. This reaction is exothermic and results in further

heating of the uncovered part of the core. Ballooning and clad rupture may further contribute to

the oxidation rate as the surface area increases and if the inner clad surface gets exposed to

steam. As the core heats up beyond 2000 K, UO2 will be dissolved by Zr into the U-Zr-0

mixture. When the temperature at any location in the core reaches the material or mixture

melting point, core material may melt and refreeze as it flows down the outer cladding surface.

Consequently, sub-channels may become partially or fully blocked, and the steam and H, mixture

flowing below the blockage would then be redistributed among the channels based on the flow

resistances. Important material interaction events during core heatup are shown in Figure 2-4.

Some accident sequences may involve very rapid injection of water into the badly damaged core

through the downcomer after the core has been uncovered for an extended period of time, as was

the case with TMI-2. In this case, inverted annular flow can result where a film of steam would

cover the hot fuel rods while water is present in the central part of the flow channels.

Subsequently, the covered part of the core can be at substantially higher temperatures than the

water pool and may therefore oxidize.

2.2.2 Structure ofCoreT/H Module

Like most of the region routines in MAAP, the HEATUP subroutine is divided into four
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sections. The first section (ICALL=0) is for initialization, the second section (ICALL=2) is for

a snapshot of the core status, the main section (ICALL=3) calculates the rates of change of the

mass and energy of each component in the core nodes, and the last section (ICALL=4) saves the

last ICALL=2 values needed for reproducibility of the subroutine on repeated calls with

ICALL=3 at the same time step. The flow chart of the subroutine is shown in Figure 2-5.

ICALL=0 section:

1. Determine constants.

2. Determine geometrical parameters.

3. Determine process variables.

4. Determine thermophysical properties.

ICALL=2 section:

1. Determine the boiled-up water levels (subroutine PRISYS).

2. Determine the component nodal temperatures and molten masses (subroutines TFUEL,

TCLAD, and TCROD).

3. Determine the core node geometry and type (subroutine GNODE).

4. Do molten pool and debris crust calculation(subroutine MOVECR).

5. Set flags to represent the current core status.

6. Get transparency factor between the core nodes (subroutine TRANSP).

7. Dump the core material down to the lower head if little mass remains in the core.

ICALL=3 section:

1. Restore the previous time step auxiliary variables for subroutine reproducibility.

2. Assign core input flows, and determine necessary process variables.

3. Zero out rate variables.

4. Determine the node decay power.
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5. Axial radiation heat transfer from the lower head debris to the core bottom nodes or top

guide.

6. Radial radiation heat transfer between the core nodes, and from the outermost nodes to the

core shroud/barrel (subroutine HTRADI, partly).

7. Axial conduction/convection heat and mass transfer between the nodes and within the

molten pool and crust.

8. Thermal-hydraulics and metal-water reaction calculations in the covered region (subroutine

COVER).

9. Core - upper plenum natural circulation (subroutine CIRCUP).

10. Thermal-hydraulics and metal-steam reaction calculations in the uncovered region

(subroutine ROW).

11. Clad ballooning and rupture (subroutine STRETH).

12. Fuel - clad chemical interaction (subroutine FDISS).

13. Assemble energy and mass rates of change.

14. Determine the proper time step for subroutine HEATUP.

ICALL=4 section:

1. Save last ICALL=2 auxiliary variables for reproducibility.

The mass and energy rates of change of the core materials are calculated for each component in

the core node. The water pool is treated as a lumped mass and energy control volume in the

channel. The overall pool rates of change are determined by all the inlet and outlet flows and

by the overall pool energy source terms. Similarly, water energy and mass balances are

computed for the lower head.

Steam and H2 are assumed to flow along the uncovered flow channels. The mass flow rates and

enthalpies in each channel are calculated by bookkeeping of the generation and consumption of

each component at each axial level in the channel. The channel exit values are summed to give

a total steam and H2flow from the core and a core-wise gas enthalpy.
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2.2.3 Core T/H Module Variables

HEATUP variables can be divided into four categories : input, output, state, and auxiliary

variables. Since subroutine HEATUP is strongly coupled with the primary system routine

PRISYS, it is sometimes difficult to categorize those variables. The input variables are

determined outside of HEATUP and used in HEATUP, which include the flow rates into the core

and the core conditions determined in PRISYS. For the important input variables, see Table 2

in subroutine HEATUP section of MAAP manual [1]. The output variables are determined in

HEATUP and used outside of HEATUP, which include the flow rates out of the core and the

total steam and H2 generation rate. For the important output variables, see Table 3 in subroutine

HEATUP section of MAAP manual. The state variables are the change rates of the variable

quantities determined in HEATUP at the ICALL=3 level and integrated in INTGRT/INTGFP.

These variables include the masses and energies of core materials in each node, which are listed

in Table 4 in subroutine HEATUP section of MAAP manual. The auxiliary variables are

determined in HEATUP at the ICALL=2 or ICALL=0 level and used at the ICALL=3 level,

which are selectively shown in Table 5 in subroutine HEATUP section of MAAP manual.

2.2.4 Core T/H Related Subroutines (Interfaces to the Code)

Subroutine HEATUP is called by subroutines PRISYS (primary system thermal-hydraulics) and

MOVECR (core melt progression) and, in turn, calls several phenomenological and property

routines (see Figure 2-6):

SUBROUTINES DESCRIPTION

TFUEL (temperature and thermodynamic properties of fuel rod)

NFCLAD (fraction of components in the U-Zr-0 mixture)

TCLAD (temperature and thermodynamic properties of fuel cladding)

TCROD (temperature and thermodynamic properties of control rod)

GNODE (geometry of core nodes)

TRANSP (transparency factor between core nodes)
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HTRADI (radiation heat transfer into core nodes)

COVER (thermal-hydraulics and H2 generation in the covered region)

CIRCUP (core-to-upper plenum natural circulation)

ROW (thermal-hydraulics and H2 generation in the uncovered region)

STRETH (fuel cladding ballooning and rupture)

FDISS (dissolution of fuel and clad material into U-Zr-O)
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Table 2-1 List of Core Components

Component

Fuel Rod

Cladding

Control Rod

Mass

nw

mUZrO,c

mAgInCd,r

mZr,r

niB4C,r

Energy

iW

Ud.n

Temperature

TuOj.n
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Figure 2-1 MAAP4 Main Program Flowchart

CallOUTPTI
Write tabular output

CallSUMMRY
Summarize key events

Call MAAPCwith IMOD=2
Set up delault model parameter values

Call GETFIL
Get input file name

CalllNPUT4
Read and process input file

Call INPUTB to read and process
parameter tile

Define reactor configuration
and transient

Call MAAPC with IMOD=1
Print summary table of model

parameter values

Call BENCH
Initialize stand-alone benchmark mode

Call DIFFUN with ICALL=O
Call DIFFP with ICALL=O

CallXPREFP
Initialize code

Call XPHEP for initial run
Call DIFFUN with ICALL=2
Call DIFFUN with ICALL=4
Call DIFFUN with ICALL=3

Call RESREK for restart run

CallDIFFPwithlCALU2
Call DIFFUN with ICALL=2

Call Dl FFUN with ICALL=4 for initial run
Initialize thermal-hydraulic and

fission product variables

Call EVTCOD
Call EVENTS to set up initializing events
and to determine operator intervention

and system caused events

Call PLTMAP
Call PLTDOS

Write plot data files for graphical display

CallTIMCHK
Write critical timestep control variables
Write Integrator diagnostic figures of

merit

YES Call Tl MIT
Return elapsed

and/or CPU time

Call INTGRT
Calculate rates and update
thermal hydraulic variables

Call INTGFP
Calculate rates and update
fission product variables

RH946130.CDR

Call RESREK
Save debug restart file every specified

number of timesteps
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Figure 2-3 Detailed Core Thermal Hydraulics and Component Response
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Figure 2-4 Major Core Material Melting Points
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Figure 2-5 Flow Chart for Subroutine HEATUP
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Figure 2-6 Interface of Subroutine HEATUP with MAAP
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3. CORE MODEL ANALYSIS

3.1 CORE NODALIZATION

The core is divided into concentric radial rings and axial rows. Users can specify the number,

length, and mass of the non-fuel nodes with predetermined materials (SS and Zr), the locations

of the upper gas plenum, the lower gas plenum and the support plate, and the fraction of area for

each radial ring. Figure 3-1 shows a 7 x 13 core nodalization with three non-fueled rows: two

at the bottom representing the core support plate, lower tie plate, and lower gas plenum; and one

at the top representing the upper gas plenum and upper tie plate. The rest of the rows, with

equal axial lengths, are for the active fuel region. One notice here is that the axial nodalization

is made with equal axial lengths while the radial nodalization is made with the fraction of area

for each radial ring. This means that the radial nodalization scheme in axial direction is less

flexible compared with the radial nodalization scheme.

3.2 GENERAL CORE MODEL

Each core node contains four components: fuel, clad, control rod, and coolant. The fuel

contains UO2 and tungsten (for experimental heater rods), the clad contains Zr, ZrO2, SS, SSO,

and a U-Zr-O mixture, the control rod contains Ag-In-Cd, B4C, SS, SSO, Zr, and ZrO2, and the

coolant contains H-,, steam, and water. Since the uranium can dissolve into the clad to form the

U-Zr-0 mixture, decay heat can also be generated in the clad directly. A general fuel

composition and its interaction are schematically shown in Figure 3-2.

For the case of B4C and SS in PWR control rods, the code still utilizes the nodal variable

MAGR(IJ) to represent the sum of B4C and SS, and the mixture properties such as solidus,

liquidus, latent heat and density by calling subroutines USOLID and PSOLID with IPROP=10

for the B-Zr-SS-C-0 mixture. Vapor pressures for B4C and SS are zeroed in subroutine

ROWFP. During the process of relocation from the core down to lower plenum, B4C mass is

deposited to core debris variable MCMPS( 19), and SS is transported to MCMPS(6) for Cr,
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MCMPS(8) for Fe, and MCMPS(IO) for Ni per mass fractions specified by parameters

MFCRSS, MFFESS, and MFNISS, respectively.

To provide a core heatup and quenching model with an execution time commensurate with the

main MAAP code, several assumptions and simplifications were made to subroutine HEATUP:

1. The core is divided into a maximum total of 175 nodes with the r-z representation of 7 radial

rings by 25 axial rows, which can easily be altered by the parameter statements.

2. The boiled-up water level is uniform across the radial ring regardless of core uncovery.

3. Axial radiation heat transfer is neglected.

4. Clad rupture criterion for allowing melt to flow outside of the fuel rod is supplied by users.

5. Relocated materials will immediately mix with pre-existing materials to achieve a single

temperature.

6. Grid spacer and structure masses and energies are not considered. However, the resistance of

the grid spacer to the melt flow is considered.

7. Quasi-steady flow is assumed for steaming.

8. Fuel melting and relocation is treated separately in subroutine MOVECR.

These simplifications reduce the computational complexity while still providing a realistic

overall description of the core thermal-hydraulic behavior. A lumped mass approach is used for

all mass and energy balances. For example, no distinction is made between relocated and

original material for a component in a node. The model is quasi-steady in the sense that the exit

flows are determined by the inlet flows and steaming, i.e. changes in internal core flow rates due

to pressure changes are neglected. Note here that the melt progression is modeled outside of

HEATUP to simplify the calculation.

3.3 CORE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL

3.3.1 Heatup of Water Pool and Covered Nodes
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The covered part of the core extends from the bottom of the core support plate to the boiled-up

water level. A global boiled-up water level is assumed to be uniform across the core, and is

determined by relating the boiled-up water volume to the free volume in the reactor pressure

vessel (RPV). For a PWR core with no fuel canisters, this uniform water level is used as core

water level regardless of core uncovery.

In the core shroud/downcomer and lower plenum subregions, steam can be generated both by the

interaction of water with the molten debris and by flashing upon depressurization of the RPV.

These steam flows, Wstsh and Wstlp, respectively, are calculated in subroutine PRISYS, and the

resulting void fractions are respectively applied to the entire subregions.

In the covered part of the core, steam can be formed by boiling and also by flashing if the RPV

pressure changes with time. The heat transfer from fuel to water and metal-water reactions are

modeled in subroutine COVER, which provides the steaming rate, WsU>.

In the case where the core is recovered from below after an extensive period of uncovery, the

heat transfer rate from the hot fuel rods into the pool is limited by two-phase hydrodynamic

stability considerations. A maximum gas superficial velocity exists beyond which liquid

droplets would be entrained in the gas stream and kept from getting in contact with the core

material. This maximum gas superficial velocity is given by Kutateladze [4] as:

(3.3-1)

where a is the surface tension, g is the acceleration of gravity, p, and pg are the liquid and gas

densities, respectively, and K is the Kutateladze number. The Kutateladze number is taken as

3.0 when the geometry is intact, and a user-specified number (0.3 by default) when the core has

collapsed. The resulting maximum steam flow rate is:
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(3.3-2)

where Aj- is the total area inside the core shroudfoarrel. The maximum heat that can be

transferred to the pool is:

iiw.max " s tw.max ' ' rtmax rljg

.-0.75

Px\ hw-hp (3.3-3)

where hfg is the latent heat of vaporization, hw is the enthalpy of saturated water, and hp is the

enthalpy of the water pool. The second term in the parenthesis of Equation (3.3-3) is a

correction for the case where the pool is subcooled (hp< hw). When the pool is saturated 1̂ ,=

hp, this term becomes zero.

For PWRs, the steaming rate is determined in subroutine COVER where the heat transfer from

the core material is divided into two parts: a certain fraction of heat is used up in heating the

water pool, and the rest is consumed in vaporizing the water.

The void fraction in the covered pool is determined from the channel steam flow out of the pool

by function VFVOL in subroutine PRISYS. However, when the core recovers from the bottom,

large amounts of steam could be generated from the top of the pool due to the quenching process.

This would lead to high average void fractions and numerical oscillations in the boiled-up level.

To avoid these unrealistic average void fractions, the steam generation from the just-recovered

nodes is not accounted for in the void fraction calculation during recovery.

The steam flow rates described above contribute to the pool mass and energy balances and

determine the void fractions in the pool.

The water mass rate of change, mw, is:
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thy. = - (Wsush + Ws,ip + W«,b) + Ww.dc + Ww.ps (3.3-4)

where Ww dc is the water flow rate from the downcomer2 (= the lower head in this case), and Ww ps

is the sum of water flow rates from the rest of the primary system.

The pool energy rate of change includes the heat content of the various streams described by

Equation (3.3-4), and the heat transferred from the fuel.

The energy rate of change of core material in a covered node is:

Un = Qdec + Orct + Oml,-Ocm (3.3-5)

where Qdecis the decay heat generated in a node, Qrc, is the heat generated in a node due to clad

oxidation, QmIt is the energy rate carried with the melting fuel leaving (negative) or entering

(positive) the node, and Qcnvis the heat transfer rate from fuel to the channel water pool. Qcm.

and Qrcl are computed in subroutine COVER, QmU is computed in subroutines RL0CU2,

RLOCCL, RLOCCA, RLOCCB, and RLOCCR which are called by MOVECR outside of

HEATUP.

3.3.2 Intra-node Heat Transfer in Covered Nodes

In subroutine COVER, the intra-node heat transfer pursuant to the node geometric type is

calculated. For rod-like geometry, the subroutine first prepares the heat transfer coefficient

including conduction, convection and radiation, heat transfer area, heat source and sink, and heat

capacity for all possible heat transfer paths. After the 6x63 matrix is set up, HTNODE is called

to solve for the net heat transfer rates among the four possible components. For a degraded

core node, the fuel, cladding, and control rod are lumped together and assumed to share the same

2 The downcomer water pool includes the water located in the "cold leg" nodes, i.e., the horizontal parts of die cold
legs which run from the RPV to the pumps, and the water in the lower head.
3 This includes fuel canister and control blade existing in BWR
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temperature. The representative core node temperature is used to determine the heat transfer

rate between the core node and water with an implicit formula. With all the heat sources known

including the heat transfer rate to the water, the subroutine then determines the heat transfer rates

required among these three components to equilibrate the temperature. With the calculated heat

transfer rate to the water for a rod-like or a degraded core node, the steaming rate is then

determined.

In subroutine HEATUP, after the inter-node heat transfer calculations are completed, COVER is

called for the intra-node heat transfer (and metal-steam reaction) in the covered core nodes.

Subroutine COVER is called for each covered node from the bottom to top rows, and from the

central to outer channels. COVER requires the temperatures, masses, specific heats, and

geometry of the components to calculate the heat flux into each component, the steaming rate

and the H2 generation rate in the node. Important inputs are the temperatures, unreacted Zr

mass and specific heat of the four components, and the node geometric type that determines the

heat transfer mode. Important outputs include the mass exchange rates between metal and

oxide, power due to oxidation, and the heat transfer rates into each component. For major

inputs and outputs, see Tables 1 and 2 in subroutine COVER section of MAAP manual [1],

respectively.

3.3.2.1 Representation and Assumptions

The second part of the calculation in subroutine COVER is the intra-node heat transfer among

the fuel, clad, control rod, and fluid. The intra-node heat transfer processes considered in

subroutines HEATUP, COVER, and MOVECR are illustrated in Figure 2-3. As determined in

subroutine GNODE [1] and illustrated in its writeup, core geometry is divided into four

categories: intact fuel (type 1), collapsed (type 2), partially blocked or candling (type 3), and

fully blocked (type 4). For geometry types 2, 3, and 4, the original fuel rod geometry is lost.

Fuel, clad, and control rod materials are no longer in the proper locations. Therefore, there is

no need to calculate detailed heat transfer rates between the components. Instead, all

components are lumped together and represented by a single temperature to calculate heat
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transfer between the water and core materials.

Major assumptions made in deriving the heat transfer models are as follows:

1. Rules for lumping components (one temperature for each component for type 1, and one

temperature for all components together for types 2, 3, and 4).

2. No axial heat transfer in a cell (however, axial heat transfer between nodes has been

considered in the subroutine HEATUP [1]).

3. Inter-node heat transfers (radially and axially), chemical power, and decay power are

treated as known heat sources in the calculations.

4. Semi-implicit solution technique (masses, heat transfer coefficients, and heat capacities

are assumed constant in one time step).

5. Unit view factors for all heat transfer paths (choosing the smaller of the heat transfer

areas between two objects, for example, in a type 1 calculation, the heat transfer area

between cladding and control rod is the control rod surface area).

6. Internal heat transfer resistance of cladding and control rods is neglected.

3.3.2.2 Heat Transfer for Rod-like Nodes

The energy equations for the intra-cell heat transfer for geometry type 1 are written for each

component. In this heat transfer model using a PWR core as an example, a computational cell

is comprised of four components:

1. fuel pellet (cylindrical UO2fuel, represented by subscript 'u2'),

2. cladding (annular cladding containing U-Zr-O, Zr, ZrO2, SS, and SSO represented by

subscript 'cl'),

3. control rod (lumped tube, Zr, ZrO2 or SS, and control materials, Ag-In-Cd or B4C,

represented by subscript 'cr'), and

4. coolant (water represented by subscript 'w').
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The general form of the energy balance differential equation for each component is:

Tu2 Cu2 ; + Mu2 Cu2 ; " hu2-cl Au2-cl \Tu2 ~ Tel)" hu2-cr Au2-cr \Tu2 ~ Tcr) ,_ „ „.
at at (j.3-6)

- hU2-v,- Au2-» \Tu2 - Tw) + Qsu2

TclCcl j ^MclCcl , ~ hu2-cl Au2-cl\Tcl~Tu2J~ hcl-cr Acl-cr\Tcl ~ Tcr) , .
at at (3.3-7)

Tcr Car ,. ' McrCcr , ~ hu2-cr Au2-cr \Tcr" Tu2l~ hcl-cr Acl-cr \Tcr ~ Tel) , .
at at (3.3-8)

- , " ~ M KC , ~r~ ~' h»2-w Au2-» KT-* - T,,2) - hci-w Aci-» \T« - Tci) / o ^ „
at at (J.J-9)

~ ficr-w J\.cr-w \i w~ 1 cr}

where M = mass in a core node,

C = specific heat,

t = time,

T = temperature,

Qs.u: = n e a t source in fuel pellet,

= Qr.u2 + Q*»2 + Qdec.u2 (3.3-10)

Q s d = heat source in cladding, and

= Q,cl + Q,c, + Qdecc, + Qrcc, (3.3-11)

Qscr = heat source in control rod.

= Q,cr + Q.cr + Qrccr (3.3-12)

Inter-cell radial and axial heat transfer rates, Qr and Qz, respectively, which are calculated in

HEATUP before COVER is called, are distributed into fuel pellet, cladding, and control rods
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based on their individual internal energy, U. In case of the fuel pellet, for instance,

Qru2=Qr

Since the fission products are embedded in UO,, the decay power, Qdec, is distributed based on

the UO : (or equivalent UO, in the U-Zr-0 mixture) mass distribution in the fuel pellet and

cladding. The Qoxd terms are evaluated for each component in the first part of the COVER

calculation considering energy carried by mass exchange of steam and H2 due to chemical

reactions.

The heat transfer area for each path is defined as:

(3.3-14)

(3-3-15)

U^ = Ah!\f\fbk fcrfda. (3.3-16)

fjf „/<,„- (3-3-17)

/ . . ) ( ; - / ) (3.3-18)
•J ok/ \ •/ cvv ^ /

/ * , (3.3-19)

where Ah, = nodal heat transfer area, computed in subroutine GNODE,

R, = ideal fuel pellet radius,

R, = ideal fuel rod radius,

fbk = fraction of cladding break,

= min(l -Mc l/Mc l 0 , 1) (3.3-20)

Md 0 = original cladding mass in the node,
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fcr = fraction of control rod to total number of rods,

= N c r /(NC T + Nu2) (3.3-21)

Ncr = number of control rods,

Nu2 = number of fuel rods,

fdcr = fraction of degraded control rods, and

= m i n ( l - M c r / M c r o , 1) (3.3-22)

M c r o = original control rod mass in the node.

The heat transfer coefficient from fuel to cladding is:

(3.3-23)

Since the average fuel pellet temperature is used in the energy equations, the pellet internal

conduction, hcnd, is determined as:

/W = 7 ^ - (3-3-24)

where ku2 is the thermal conductivity of UO2, fcnd is a model parameter whose default value is 0.3.

The fuel pellet-to-cladding gap conductance is calculated from the contact and radiation

contributions:

hgap = hcnl + hradl (3.3-25)

hcm = contact heat transfer coefficient

hradl = ° ,(T,,!+Tcl){rJ+Tcl
2) (3.3-26)

2/ Earn - J

where ecm is the emissivity of core material, a model parameter, and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant.

The heat transfer coefficient between fuel and water, applicable in the absence of cladding, is

given by:
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hu2-~ = —j —j (3 • 3 -27)
H

hcnd hrad2 + hcm

where hrad2 and hcnv are the radiation and convection heat transfer coefficients between the water

and the fuel pellet.

In the absence of cladding, the fuel pellet - control rod heat transfer coefficient is:

h .3-28)

where hrad3 is the radiation heat transfer coefficient between the fuel pellet and the control rod.

The cladding-water heat transfer coefficient is:

hcl.w = hcnv + hrad4 (3.3-29)

where hrad4 is the radiation heat transfer between cladding and water.

The cladding to control rod heat transfer coefficient is:

hcl-cr = ~= O (Tct + Tcr) {fa + Tcr') (3.3-30)
— - - /
o cm

The control rod to water heat transfer coefficient is:

her.* = hcm. + — -. CJ (Tcr - rj) (TJ + T j) (3.3-31)
±. + — -1
£ M Scm

where 8W is the water emissivity, another model parameter.
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The only mass change considered in Equations (3.3-6) through (3.3-9) is due to metal-water

reactions. The fuel-cladding interaction and melt relocation are separated from this current

calculation, and the water temperature change due to steam-H2 mass exchange is ignored.

Therefore, the mass change terms appear only in Equations (3.3-7) and (3.3-8).

With the assumption of constant heat transfer coefficients and heat capacity over a time step, and

the given mass change rate due to oxidation, Equations (3.3-6) to (3.3-9) can be rewritten as a set

of linear difference equations:

(MC ^ 7 ^ _ 7 ^ = OiA K^ ^ T^ ^ } ^ ^ ^ )

- = - (hA )u7_cl {Tcl - Tu2) - (hA )cI_cr {Tcl - Tcr)
(3.3-33)

= - (hA )u2_cr (Tcr - T,,2) - (hA )cl_cr {Tcr - Tcl)
(3.3-34)

(3 3_35)

where the superscript o indicates the beginning time step temperature, and the heat transfer

coefficients have been combined with their associated areas for simplicity in their notation.

Equations (52) to (55) can be cast in a matrix form:
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aiiai2Oi3Oi4

O21 O22 O23 a24

On O32 O33 O34

O41 O42 CI43 O44

Tc

Tcr

Tw

V
b2

bs

b4

(3.3-36)

where aH

a, i

a,3

a,4

b,

a21

a22

a23

a .

= (MC)u2 / At + (hA)o2.CI + (hA)u2.cr + (hA)u2.w

= " (hA)u2.cl

= - (hA)u2.cr

= - (hA)u2.w

= Qs,ll2-(MC)v2Tl2^t

= - (hA)u2.c,

= (MC)C, / At + (hA)u2.cl + (hA)cl.cr + (hA)d.w

= -(hA) c , c r

= - (hA)cl.w

- r\ n><<r \ T-O /Kt /Tn \ dMc\

a33

- (hA)u2.cr

-(hA) c , c r

(MC)cr / At + (hA)u2.cr + (hA)c,cr + (hA)cr.w

- (hA)cr.w

dMcrb3 = Qw-(MC)crT°cr/M-(TC)cr-
dt

-(hA)u2.w

- (hA)d.w

- (hA)Cf.w

(MC)W / At + (hA)u2.w + (hA)d.w + (hA)c,w , and

b4

Subroutine HTNODE is then called to solve the matrix Equation (56) for the final temperatures

Tu2, Tcl, Tcr, Tw, and the net heat transfer rate into each component such as:
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Q u 2 = - (hA)u 2 .c l(Tu 2 - Tcl) - (hA)u2.CT (Tu2 - Tcr) - (hA)u2.w (Tu 2 - Tw)

Q h ,= - (hA)u 2 .w (Tw - Tu2) - (hA)c l .w (Tw - Tcl) - (hA)CT.w(Tw - Ta)

(3.3-37)

(3.3-38)

3.3.2.3 Heat Transfer for Degraded Nodes

For the degraded node types 2, 3, and 4 (again, using PWR as an example), the fuel pellet,

cladding, and control rod are lumped together and represented by a single node temperature, Tn,

to calculate the heat transfer between core material and water. The heat transfer equations for

core material and water are:

^ = -Qht (3.3-39)

(3.3-40)

The heat transfer rate from core material to water, and Qht is defined as:

Qht = (hA)n(Tn-Tw) (3.3-41)

Difference forms of Equations (3.3-39) and (3.3-40) are developed by defining:

dTn _Tn-T°n
dt At

dT» _ Tv - Tl-
dt M

(3.3-42)

(3.3-43)

Combining Equations (3.3-39) through (3.3-43) yields the implicit heat transfer rate:

(hA)n{rn-ri)
I

(MC)n (MCI

(3.3-44)

where (MC)n = (MC)u2 + (MC)cl + (MC)cr

T° — core node temperature at the beginning of time step
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(hA)n - htol Aht + hCHF ACHF

Ah, = internal heat transfer surface defined in subroutine GNODE

htM = - ; —, (3-3-46)

hcnd hem + flrad

h C H F = effective critical heat transfer coefficient

= QcHF/(Tn-Tw) (3.3-47a)

Q C H F / ( T X - T W ) (3.3-47b)

QCHF
 = flat P ' a t e critical heat flux with K number of 0.14

ACHP = effective critical heat flux surface area, and

Tx = surface temperature of the crust.

The critical heat flux is evaluated using the node surface temperature rather than the node

average value for the bottom, top, and side crust nodes. The bottom crust is formed at the

lowest node with type 4, and the top crust is present in the top node with type 4, while the side

crust exists in the outermost channel with type 4. The temperature at the crust-to-fluid

boundary can be computed using a steady-state parabolic temperature profile in the crust

accounting for the internal heat generation, or the water penetrated thermal layer temperature

during the transition period. The thermal penetration distance is calculated when the node gets

submerged in water. The temperature profile is assumed to be linear traversing the penetration

distance. The time for thermal penetration is defined as the time to reach the crust thickness or

the minimum penetration distance, whichever is reached first. This crust calculation is

performed in subroutines HEATUP and MOVECR [1], and its full description can be found in

the subroutine HEATUP writeup.

After the lumped heat transfer rate from core material to water, Qhl, is obtained, it must be

distributed among the individual components. The estimated average temperature after

considering all the physical processes of decay heating, chemical reaction, and heat transfer is:
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_ U* - Uc, + Ucr + {Qdec + Qrc + Qcon + Qrad + g J A/
(MC) + (MC) + (MC)

where Qcon represents the conduction plus convection heat transfer between the adjacent core

material.

The net internal heat transfer for each individual component within the lumped material can be

written as:

At

" - " ' (3.3-50)

3.3.2.4 Steam Generation

For PWR, the water in the core is represented by a single temperature. The steaming can occur

only when the water is near the saturation temperature or a significant temperature difference

between fuel and water exists. Therefore, the steaming rate is determined as:

rrr r.Z - ^ Slib /-» ^ f r t \

]¥><-— ; — (J.J-52)

where Qsub = heat transfer to water without causing phase change,

= min (0.9 Qhl, Mw (hf - hw) / At) (3.3-53)

hsl = steam enthalpy at primary system pressure,

h v v = water enthalpy at water temperature,

h,- = saturated water enthalpy, and

ML = water mass.
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3.3.3 Core - Upper Plenum Natural Circulation

Work by various investigators has shown that natural circulation flows can be established

between the upper plenum and the core. Such flows could alter the progression of a severe core

accident by delaying the onset of core oxidation, supplying steam to prolong the oxidation

process, heating the upper plenum and revolatilizing the fission products, and perhaps causing

the primary system to fail due to high temperatures prior to core slump into the lower plenum

and failure of the RPV lower head. These considerations have led to the conclusion that a

model for the phenomenon should be integrated into subroutine HEATUP.

For the reactor cores without fuel canisters like most PWRs, natural circulation is induced by the

density difference of the fluid in the colder upper plenum and the hotter core. Users have the

option to skip the natural circulation calculation by inputting a negative value for the model

parameter FFRICR, a friction coefficient for the in-core cross flow.

Figure 3-3 shows a schematic flow velocity field of an uncovered open channel reactor core with

upward coolant injection from the core lower boundary and recirculation within the core. The

expected radial temperature profiles within the core are such that the higher temperatures occur

along the core axis, and the lower temperatures prevail at the periphery of the core. Thus the

fluid density shows the trend of minimum value near the center and the maximum near the

periphery, both due to H2 production and radial temperature profiles. This density gradient

drives the natural circulation velocity field shown in Figure 3-3. Steam flows up through the

central portion of the core and enters the upper plenum. Steam re-enters from the upper plenum

and flows downward through the periphery of the core.

With the assumptions of no radial pressure gradient (dP/dr = 0) and the axial pressure gradient

being independent of the existence of circulation, the velocity field in the uncovered core can be

derived from the local momentum balance equation [5] as
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(3,-54,

where u(r,z) is the local velocity, g is the gravity acceleration, D(r,z) is the local hydraulic

diameter, f(r,z) is the local friction factor, G(r,z) is the steaming rate per area, p(r,z) is the local

density, and /?(z)is the radial average density. This simple velocity field calculation scheme

has been compared with a multi-dimensional flow calculation and some experimental data,

resulting in good agreements [5].

The local momentum balance is used to determine the radial flow split location (r = R) as shown

in Figure 3-4. The previous time step densities, p(r,z) and p(z), are used to determine the

velocity field. The flow radial split location is defined where velocity u(r,z) vanishes. The

flow axial turning location (z = z* in Figure 3-4) is determined by comparing the flow

temperatures between the annual downflow region and the steaming upflow region, which is

done in subroutine CIRCUP along with the magnitude of the circulation flow.

A radial resistance is added to the momentum equation to account for the relative resistance

among the nodes exerted by the crust forming in the degrading core. The momentum equation

is then solved for each channel with uniform pressure drop. In this way the outlet flow for each

node will be d. ermined by the incoming flow from the node directly below the resistance of

itself and the surrounding node. The major assumptions in this model include;

- uniform density at any given row,

- uniform flow direction in any given region: lower-flow region, up-flow region, and

down-flow region, eliminating the local circulation,

- uniform axial pressure gradient, i.e., no radial pressure differential, and

- an arithmetic mean cross flow resistance in the node.

The actual calculation of this flow redistribution is performed in subroutines REMIX and

REFLOW.
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To support the upper plenum - core circulation calculations in subroutines HEATUP and

CIRCUP [1], the following quantities are computed in ROW:

1. the area-weighted average buoyant pressure head in the row group, and

2. the overall hydraulic resistance to flow for the row group.

The former quantity is calculated as:

AP z = ^ A c h j v&J

where Az = height of the node,

g = acceleration of gravity,

Athj = flow area of channel j , and

vtJ = gas specific volume in channel j .

The hydraulic resistance of a row group, as defined in CIRCUP, is:

f Az

-̂ /Djover Vg,j AchJ J

where f is the flow friction factor, assumed to be 0.1 [6]. The summation in above two

Equations is over all the radial nodes in the row group.

3.3.4 Heatup of Uncovered Nodes

The heatup of an uncovered node is governed by the following energy balance:

Un = Qdec + Q,.a - Ocm + Omd + Ocon + Omh (3.3-55)

where Qdecis the decay power generated in the node, Qrctis the net power gained by the oxidation

reaction at the node temperature, Qcnv is the convective heat transfer rate to the gas, Qrad is
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the net amount of power gained due to inter-node radial radiation, Qcon is the inter-node axial

convection/conduction heat transfer rate, and Qmll is the rate at which molten debris energy is

leaving (negative) or entering (positive) the node.

Qdec is composed of two parts. The fraction of the volatile decay power is calculated by

subroutine HEATFP. The remaining fraction is treated as nonvolatile decay power which is

transported with the core melting materials. Qrad and Qcon are calculated as described in

subroutine ROW. QmU and the nonvolatile decay power of Qdec are calculated in subroutine

MOVECR.

In a given node, Qrct and Qcnv depend on the gas flow rates in the coolant channels. The

calculational procedure is to calculate gas-node interactions for the uncovered nodes in a given

row by calling subroutine ROW.

3.3.5 Intra-node Heat Transfer in Uncovered Nodes

Subroutine ROW is structured to perform calculations in the following order:

1. Steam generation rates from nodes that are quenched by upper head injection (UHI) in

PWRs are calculated when applicable. The calculation loops through each node in the

row group and adds these steam generation rates to the total steam flow in the row group.

2. With the total flow rates including the UHI steaming rate in the row, the distribution of

steam and H : flow rates among the nodes in the row group is calculated by calling

subroutine REMIX. ROW considers the cross-flow in the row which is induced by the

hydrostatic and frictional pressure differences between nodes.

3. In a loop through every node in the row group, the steam-metal interaction and heat

transfer within a node are found. ROW first evaluates the heat transfer between core

material and gas flow and then uses this heat flux as a heat source or sink to calculate the

heat transfer among the core components.

4. The hydrostatic head and flow resistance for every node in the row group are calculated.
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These quantities are used for the natural circulation calculation in subroutine CIRCUP.

In subroutine ROW, Important inputs are the temperatures of the core node components (four for

PWRs, and six for BWRs) in the nodes, the unreacted Zr mass and the heat capacities of the

components, and the node geometry and gas properties (to determine the heat transfer regime

and calculate hydraulics). Important outputs include the mass exchange rates between metal

and oxide, the heat generation due to oxidation, and the heat transfer rates into each component.

For major inputs and outputs, see Tables 1 and 2 in subroutine ROW section of MAAP manual

[1], respectively.

The intra-node heat transfer model among fuel, clad, control rod, and fluid is very similar to the

one in subroutine COVER (refer to Section 3.3.2) as shown in Figure 2-3. Two separate

methods are used to calculate heat transfer between gas and core components depending upon

the node geometry type. When a core node has intact fuel geometry (type 1), detailed heat

transfer between gas and individual core components is considered since the core components

can have different temperatures. When a core node is in a damaged state (collapsed, ballooned,

or blocked), all components take on the same temperature such that heat transfer is considered

between the gas and lumped core node materials.

Using the same PWR example as in the subroutine COVER writeup, the individual component

energy balance equations can be written out for node type 1 as:

dMu 2 dTu2 _ , / V T W A (T T \
. M u 2 t u : , " nu2-cl Au2-cl \l u2 " 1 d)~ nu2-cr Au2-cr \ l u 2 " 1 cr/ , _ _ _ , .

dt dt (3.3-56)

-hu2-g Au2-g V.TU2-Tgj+ QS|U2

Tel Ccl " + Mel Ccl ~ hu2-cl Au2-cl (Tel "Tu2J" hd-cr Acl-cr (To! " T a j . .
at dt ( J . J - 5 7)

-hc.-gAo,.s(Tci-Tg)+Qs,cl
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Tcr Ccr T^" + M c r C c r — 7 ^ ~ ' hu2-cr Au2-cr \Tcr " Tu2j " hcl-cr Acl-cr (.Tor " Tel) ,„„ ,„.

dt dt (3.3-58)
- h c g Acr-g (Tcr -Tg)+QS ,C T

dT?

- hcr-g Acr-g (Tg - Tcr)

T g C g — — + M g C g — j — - h U 2 g Au2g(TB-TU2J-hd-g Aci-g(TB-Tcij p 3 591

where M = mass in a core node (kg),

C = specific heat (J/kg-K),

h • = heat transfer coefficient (J/s-m2-K),

t = time (s),

A = heat transfer area (m2),

T = temperature (K),

Qs = heat source (J/s), and

subscripts u2, cl, cr, and g represent the fuel pellet, cladding, control rod, and gas flow,

respectively.

In subroutine COVER, the fluid is considered as a stagnant water pool and is treated no

differently from the core materials. Therefore, the time and space dimensions can be separated,

i.e., the intra-node heat transfer is completely independent of the other nodes in a time step, such

that subroutine COVER can calculate the heat transfer within a node without knowing the

conditions of the other nodes.

However, as the gas flows through the uncovered nodes, the gas in a specific node at the

beginning of the time step may be different from the one at the end of the time step (gas is

moving in the uncovered nodes, but water is not moving in the covered nodes). Hence, the

mass of gas (heat capacitance) in the heat transfer equations cannot be determined without

solving the problem in time and space simultaneously.
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To avoid solving the coupled time-spatial heat transfer equations, a quasi-steady state

assumption is made. For geometry type 1, the mass of gas in the node is assumed to be the

product of the flow rate through the node and the time step, and the end-of-time-step temperature

of gas is taken to be the temperature of gas at the exit of the node in Equations (3.3-56) through

(3.3-59). For geometry types 2, 3, and 4, the core materials are lumped together and

represented by a single temperature to calculate the heat transfer between core material and gas

flow as is also done in subroutine COVER for the covered core under the water line. To

decouple the time-space problem for geometry types 2, 3, and 4, the code first calculates the heat

transfer between core material and gas by assuming that gas flow is steady over a time step.

The code then adds this heat flux to the lumped core materials in its energy equation just like the

treatment of the inter-node radiation or an external heat source or sink (see the subroutine

COVER description).

The heat transfer coefficient used in node j between the gas flow and the core materials is:

Nu t
^ + hrad (3.3-60)

where

3.7 Re < 2000

N u = eAinCRe).B 2000 < Re < 6000 (3.3-61)

0.023 Re08 Pr0333 Re > 6000

where kj = gas mixture thermal conductivity (from GTRNOD [1] via REMIX [1]),

Dj = hydraulic diameter (GNODE [ 1 ]),

Re = ^ (3.3-62)
A

A - P 6 l n ^ (3.3-63)
ln(6000)-ln(2000)
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B = ln(3.7)-Aln(2000), (3.3-64)

P6 = In [0.023 _ (6000)°8Pr0333], (3.3-65)

hrad = e ga(T g+T n ) (T] + T2)» (3.3-66)

Wj = WslJ + WH2J (from REMIX), (3.3-67)

A, = flow area (from GNODE),

jij = gas mixture viscosity (from GTRNOD via REMIX),

Pr = ^ ^ (3.3-68)
k

ss = emissivity of gas,

s = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,

Tg = Tm = gas inlet temperature,

Tn = nodal core material temperature, and

cpslj and cpH2j are the specific heats of steam and H2 in node j .

Equation (3.3-61) treats only forced laminar and turbulent heat transfer, while local natural

circulation and radiative heat transfer to the gas are neglected. The total heat transfer

coefficient is estimated as:

h,ot = -j (3.3-70)
— +1 overhcnd
h,

where hcnd = — (3.3-71)

XetT

Ku2j = thermal conductivity of UO2(from the subroutine USOLID [1]),

xeir = 0.3 ru2, and
ru2 = ideal radius of fuel pellet (from the subroutine GNODE).

The factor of 0.3 in the effective thickness for heat transfer was found to give a reasonable
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estimate of the effect of finite thermal conductivity on fuel pellet heat up and cool down in

numerical experiments.

The gas temperature in each channel or node is calculated twice. First, the temperature is

computed while the flow redistributes amongst the open channels using subroutine REMIX

which in turn calls subroutine TGNODE [1]. After the oxidation process is calculated, a new

gas flow rate W and an energy flow rate are calculated and the gas temperature is recalculated

using subroutine TGNODE. This updated temperature is then used as the inlet gas temperature

for core-to-gas heat transfer calculations. The following derivation describes the scheme used

to decouple the temporal and spatial variables in Equations (3.3-56) to (3.3-59).

For node type 1 (intact core geometry), the gas temperature changes axially in the z direction due

to heat transfer as:

^ -ZhiDifa-Ti ) (3.3-72)
dz

where h,is the heat transfer coefficient evaluated from Equation (3.3-66), D< is the perimeter, T,

is the extrapolated temperature based on the end of the time step for the i-th core component

(fuel pellet, clad, or control rod), and i ranges from one through n, the number of core

components. Equation (3.3-72) can be integrated over a nodal length Az. The gas

temperature, as a function of axial location z, can then be obtained by:

TB(z) = G + dsp-cOe" 1 (3.3-73)

where Q = ^ h , D l T l _ Eh t A,T,
Z hi D, Z hi A,

WcP

Tgo = new inlet gas temperature, calculated after the oxidation process, and

A, = gas heat transfer area for the i-th core component.
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Total gas heat transfer Qh,can be calculated by:

(3.3-74)

where Tgoulis Tg(Az). Equation (3.3-74) can be recast in terms of T(and Tgout as:

Qhl = Fht_Zh,A(T,-Tgout) (3.3-75)

where fta = - ^ - . [ e ^ - l ] (3.3-76)

The individual heat transfer rate between the j-th core component and the gas can be calculated

from:

Az

Q,s = JhjDj[Tj-Ts(z)]dz
(3.3-77)

Equation (3.3-77) can be rearranged as a function of Tgoul:

Q,s = h J A ^ T r ^ ^ ] + ̂ --Fht.Zh,A1(T,-T6OUl) (3.3-78)

where i is from 1 through n. The above Qj.gterm is then added to the individual component

energy equation to replace the (h AT) terms between the gas and core components in Equations

(3.3-56), (3.3-57), and (3.3-58), and Tgoulwill replace Tgin Equations (3.3-56) to (3.3-59).

For node types 2, 3, and 4, the total gas heat transfer rate becomes:
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QM = WcP[Tn-(Tg 0-T I 1)e-p t o-TgJ (3.3-79)

where Tn is the temperature of the lumped core material. This total heat transfer term is added

to the gas and subtracted from the core components as a heat sink.

For the core baffle - core barrel annulus (the fourth channel group in Figure 2-3), the laminar

flow correlation in a duct (Sieder-Tate [7] or Dittus-Boelter) is used to determine htol in lieu of

Equations (3.3-60) and (3.3-70).

3.3.6 Radial Radiation Heat Transfer

3.3.6.1 In-Core Radial Radiation

Inter-node heat transfer models are activated only for uncovered nodes or hot degraded covered

nodes. Typical radial power profiles in LWRs exhibit a significant reduction in the power

generation in the outer core region fuel assemblies. Therefore, in an accident involving core

uncovery, high temperatures may be obtained at the central core assemblies while the

temperatures of the outer core assemblies may be much lower. This represents a large potential

driving force for radial radiation heat transfer in the core. However, the fuel pins in the outer

assemblies will act as radiation shields between the hot inner assemblies and the cold core

shroud/barrel and RPV. For example, hand calculations show that in order to allow for radial

heat losses from the core of 1 MW with an 8 x 8 fuel assembly, the temperature of the fuel pins

in the outer subassembly would decrease from 1225 K at the inner row to 600 K at the outside of

the core. For the inner regions of the core, on the other hand, the power distribution is more

uniform. Therefore, as the fuel pins in the inner assemblies become hot, the radiation heat

transfer would tend to further flatten the radial temperature profile.

This concept is incorporated by an approximate radial radiation model which compares favorably

with more detailed calculations. The detailed model is discussed in FAJ [8] along with a
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comparison of the two models. Only the fuel pins are considered in the core. The control rod

mass is lumped into the fuel pin mass. Other structural materials are ignored. Conduction

heat resistance through the fuel pins and control rods is neglected. Equal heat flux is

transferred radially between the various heat resistances that exist between two adjacent radial

nodes.

Consider first the radial heat transfer between two nodes in the same row (elevation) containing

only fuel pins as shown in the below . Node i contains Nr, fuel pins in the axial slice, while

node i+1 contains Nri+1 pins. Let j indicate the fuel pin index between the nodes. With this

notation, T)=1 = T, and Tj=m= Ti+1.

Node i
Nr,i

Radiation Resistances

OOOi(XX><XMl) 0 0

Node i+1

Radiation Resistances

Then the radial heat fluxes between the fuel pins are:
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y(T4
rT%,) (3.3-80)

m-l ~ TM

Therefore, in view of the assumption that the heat fluxes between the pins are equal, the heat

transfer rate is:

0 „ =aA(7i7i+I) (3.3-81)
~™" m-1

where Aj is the outer surface area of node i. The number of reflective surfaces between the

centroids of the two nodes, m, is:

N + N ( 3 3 _ 8 2 )

Radial radiation heat transfer between the adjacent nodes decreases as the melt fraction increases

in the adjacent nodes since the surface area decreases as the fuel melts. On the other hand,

conduction/convection heat transfer is enhanced through increased contact surface area.

3.3.6.2 Core - Upper Plenum Internal - Core Barrel Radiation

When the core is uncovered, the radiation heat transfer from the core top surface to the upper

plenum internals and exposed core barrel is calculated. This heat transfer mechanism is the

dominant heat source for the upper plenum internals when the core top surface temperature

exceeds 1000 K. The model for the core to the upper plenum heat transfer includes a view

factor calculation for a right circular cylinder internal surface (subroutine FVIEW2 [1]) and

radiation heat transfer with multiple surfaces (subroutine RADCAL [1]). Once the whole core

is relocated to the lower plenum, this radiation calculation is terminated and the radiation from
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the corium bed in the lower head is then calculated in subroutine PRISYS [1].

Due to the uncertainty of the core top surface geometry during melt progression, a right circular

cylinder is postulated to set on top of the core, with the bottom disk representing the core top

surface, the top disk representing the upper plenum internal, and the cylinder wall representing

the exposed core barrel. A typical configuration for the model during core degradation is

shown in Figure 3-5. The top surface of the core is assumed to be flat with concentrical rings

corresponding to the core nodalization. The top core node temperatures determines the

temperature for the radiation surface. For non-crust nodes, it is the core node temperature itself.

For solid crust core nodes, a temperature profile through the crust is assumed to obtain the

surface temperature. To conserve energy, the heat transfer area of each surface in the energy

equations (used in RADCAL [1]) has to be the same as that used in the view factor calculation,

which is calculated based on the assumed right circular cylinder (output from FVIEW2 [1]).

The top of the core is defined to be the highest elevation of the non-empty (porosity less than

90%) node in any channel. It is noted that a constant absorptivity and emissivity (model

parameter) is assumed for all surfaces.

3.4 OXIDATION MODEL

3.4.1 Introduction

Subroutines COVER/ROW calculate heat transfer and hydrogen (H2) generation within covered

nodes of the reactor core, i.e., nodes below the core boiled-up water level and in a given row of

uncovered nodes, i.e., the nodes above the core boiled-up water level, respectively. Subroutine

COVER is called by subroutine HEATUP for each covered node while subroutine ROW is

called by subroutine HEATUP for an uncovered row in a specific sub-region to support the

calculational scheme used for core-upper plenum natural circulation. A covered/uncovered

core node is represented by a computational cell which contains four components in PWR: fuel

(UO:), cladding (zircaloy (Zr), ZrO2, U-Zr-O, stainless steel (SS), steel oxide (SSO)), control rod

(Zr, ZrO2, Ag-In-Cd, or SS, B4C), and water flow. Subroutines COVER/ROW first calculate
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the metal-water interactions which include the Zr (and SS oxidations) in cladding, and Zr

oxidation in the control rod, then computes the heat transfer among fuel, cladding, control rod,

and water components solving a 6x6 matrix (for most PWRs, the control blade and fuel canister

are absent and the calculations pertaining to these two components are bypassed).

3.4.2 Structure and Interface

COVER performs two major calculations, the metal-water reaction and intra-node heat transfer

(see Section 3.3.2) among the core node components: fuel, cladding, control rod, and water.

For the metal-water reaction, the subroutine performs the calculation in the order of: Zr in the

cladding, Zr in the control rod, and SS in the cladding component. Because of this order of

calculation, steam starvation may occur in SS before it may in Zr. Steam starvation may not

take place in the covered region, but it will matter if it occurs in the uncovered region of the core.

Since the heat generated from the Zr-water reaction is greater than that of the steel-water

reaction, this arrangement is considered conservative in that more power will be added to the

core. COVER subroutine has a major interface with the subroutine HEATUP and refer to

Section 3.3.2 for the interface.

For the structure and interface of the subroutine ROW, see Section 3.3.5.

3.4.3 Physical Basis of the Model

3.4.3.1 Metal-Water Interactions

At high temperatures, Zr and SS (refer to Section 3.1.2 of the subroutine COVER in MAAP

manual [1], for SS-water interaction) can react with water to produce H2. These exothermic

reactions can produce chemical power to accelerate the progression of a severe accident.

The Zr-water reaction follows the chemical equation:
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(3.4-1)

where AHZris the heat of reaction per mole of Zr consumed, which is currently set equal to 6.16 x

108 J/kg-mole. This oxidation is assumed to take place at the Zr/ZrO2 interface leading to an

increase in the oxide layer thickness. It is employed for cladding, fuel can, and control rod

tubes. Users can select one of the following two kinetic rate laws.

The first option uses the Baker-Just model [9] above 1875 K and the Cathcart model [9] below

1850 K, and an interpolated rate between 1850 K and 1875 K. Since these correlations are

based on H2 measurements, they include total oxygen uptake to form ZrO2 and a-Zr(O), or

Zr07O03, layers. The equivalent rate-of-change of a single ZrO2 layer is :

T<1850K (3.4-2a)

T>1875K (3.4-2b)

1850K<T<1875K (3.4-2c)

where T = temperature of cladding, control rod, or fuel can,

x = oxide thickness, including ZrO2and effective ot-Zr(O) layers,

pZr = density of Zr,

R = ideal gas constant (8314 J/(kg-mole_K)),

v —

v- —

x =

294
2 p v~ x

3330

2 pv~ x

A-3T

e

-1.654- 1OS/RT

e

-l.SS4'llfiRT

e

B - (c-f l j /^ .^) , 0.4-3)

A =D5 O-B/185O , (3.4-4)

D7S = in(3300e'-8'4"<F"a75R) , and (3.4-5)

D50 = tn(294e'M4'l<fn8Sat) • (3.4-6)
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To ensure stable results at small oxidation film thicknesses, this expression is integrated over a

time step, At, to obtain an average rate-of-change of oxide thickness:

(3.4-7)
At

In case of limiting reactants, the molar consumption rate of Zr, /?Zr, is the minimum of these

three terms:

X A p (kinetic rate) (3.4-8a)
MWzr

(steam supply) (3.4-8b)
Ws,J

Mzr-> (Zr availability) (3.4-8c)
MWzr

where Aj = heat transfer area of the rods in a node (a user option allows this area to be

multiplied by a constant _ 2 which increases the effective oxidation area after

cladding failure),

MWZr, MWst = molecular weights of Zr and steam, respectively,

MZrj = mass of Zr in cladding, control rod, or fuel can, and

WstJ = mass flow rate of steam in a core node.

Including convective transport, the total energy addition to the metal due to chemical reaction is:

Q,.c, = AHzr hlr + Ws,rc, k, " WH2,rc, kH2 (3 .4-9)

where AHZr = heat of reaction per mole of Zr (6.16 x 108 J/kg-mole Zr),

hst = inlet enthalpy of steam,

hH2 = enthalpy of H2 evaluated at the metal temperature,

Ws,rct = 2 H Z r M W 9 ,

WH2 ret = 2 h zr M W H , , and
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MWH2 = molecular weight of H2.

The second kinetic rate option was taken from the EG&G material properties library, MATPRO

[10], which is based on the measurement of ZrO2 and a-Zr(O) layers in KfK experiments. The

thickness of each layer in an isothermal condition can be written as:

(3.4-10)

(3.4-11)

where x, is the ZrO2 layer thickness, x2 is the a-Zr(O) layer thickness, and K, and K2 are the

coefficients of each parabolic kinetic rate equation. Like the first option, the ZrO, layer

calculation is governed by two correlations using three temperature ranges:

2.252 • 10~6 e~]Mm ' ° 4 / r T<1850 K

2.070 • 10"6 e " ' - 6 0 1 4 ' l ° 4 / 7 " r > 1875 K (3.4-12)

2(A + B/T) 1850 K <T < 1875 K

where B ^^.^[-L-.-L^ (3.4-13)

(3.4-14)

(3.4-15)

(3.4-16)

(3.4-17)

A

D75

D50

K2

Noting that

x =

= D,o - B

= (n (2.1

= 1.523

in general,

--LK
2x

1 1850

170 • JO'6 e'L60N
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The thickness of the two layers (x = x, + x2) can also be written in a parabolic form:

x : = (x, + x2)
2 = Kt (3.4-18)

where the coefficient is given by:

(3-4-19)

Since the chemical form for a-Zr(O) is Zr0 7O0 3, to produce the same amount of H2, the a-Zr(O)

layer has to be 14/3 times the thickness of the ZrO2 layer. The effective K to calculate H2

generation is then defined as:

(3.4-20)

3.4.3.2 Metal-Steam Interactions

Zr and stainless steel can react at high temperatures with steam to produce H-.. These

exothermic reactions can accelerate the progression of a severe accident. The equations used

here for metal-steam interactions are essentially the same as those used in subroutine COVER in

Section 3.4.3.1 except for steam-H2 diffusion, which will be described here. In a H2-rich

environment, steam diffusion to the metal surface may limit the oxidation rate. In covered

nodes, the steam partial pressure on the metal surface is high so that the steam diffusion process

is unlikely to limit the oxidation rate. Therefore, the limitation is not imposed on in subroutine

COVER.

The steam diffusion rate to the metal surface can be constructed by converting the heat transfer

rate to a mass transfer rate with the assumption of the diffusion coefficient being equal to the

thermal diffusivity [11],
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MH2o = ^ ^ l n I - ^ - (3.4-21)

where D = diffusion coefficient in steam-H2 system (mr/s) [12]

= 6.61 xlO^T/P,

Nu = Nusselt number,

L = characteristic length in the mass transfer (m),

YH2o = steam mass fraction,

p = density of mixture (kg/m3),

Tr = T g + 0 . 3 ( T c l - T g ) ( K ) ,

P = primary system pressure (Pa),

Tg = gas temperature (K), and

T d = cladding temperature (K).

The Nusselt number is defined in Equation (3.3-61), and the hydraulic diameter is used for the

characteristic length.

This steam supply rate in conjunction with such other limitations as steam availability, Zr

availability, and parabolic steam diffusion rate in the oxide layer, are then used to limit the

oxidation rate. Therefore, the molar consumption rate of Zr is the minimum of these four

terms:

H"° steam diffusion to clad surface (3.4-22a)
MWzr

*av A i Pz' kinetic rate (3.4-22b)
MWzr

stJ steam availability (3.4-22c)
2MW s t

MZf .j

MWzrAt
Zr availability (3.4-22d)
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where xav
 = average growth rate of oxide thickness,

Aj = heat transfer area of the pin (a user option allows this area to be

multiplied by a constant < 2 which increases the effective oxidation area

after clad failure),

pZr = density of Zr,

MWZr, MWS, = molecular weight of Zr and steam, respectively,

Wsl0 = mass flow rate of steam in the node,

MZrj = mass of Zr in the node, and

At = time step.

3.5 CLAD BALOONING MODEL

3.5.1 Introduction

The subroutine STRETH calculates the expansion (ballooning) of the fuel pin cladding for

overheated fuel pins. Clad ballooning potentially can alter the hydraulic diameter and flow area

in overheated core coolant channels as well as increase the fuel pin diameter. This could have a

number of significant effects, such as:

a. Diverting flow to less-ballooned channels;

b. Increasing the local fuel pin area for heat transfer and oxidation; and

c. Increasing the local flow resistance, which would decrease upper plenum-core natural

circulation flow rates.

3.5.2 Structure and Interface

This primary system phenomena subroutine is called by HEATUP with the following inputs:

ISUB(IJ) flag for partially covered node
ITAF node number for node at top of active fuel
IBAF node number for node at bottom of active fuel
IRMAX number of rows (axial nodes)
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JCHMAX
IBALCH(J)
FXEGAP

VOLGPN
PFILL
TCRN(IJ)
TNOD(IJ)
TCLN(IJ)
XRPIN
XTZR
ZDN
FECLMX
TD
FPA(20)
FPR(7)
FPKNOD(IJ)
MU20
NPIN
TIRRAD
TCLMAX

TCLRUP

PPS
FVLGP
FVUGP
FECL
FFECL

and outputs the end-

channel.

number of channels (radial nodes)
flag for fuel pin failure in channel
fraction of xenon inventory in pellet-clad gap
(model parameter)
gas volume per fuel pin
fill gas pressure inside fuel pin
core node temperature IJ (MAAP3B only)
core temperature in node IJ (MAAP4 only)
clad temperature in node IJ (MAAP4 only)
intact fuel pin outer radius

intact clad thickness
height of axial node within active fuel
maximum clad strain
time step

axial peaking factor (bottom --> top) (MAAP3B only)
radial peaking factor (inside --> outside) (MAAP3B only)
peaking factor for individual node (MAAP4 only)
initial mass of UO2

number of fuel pins per fuel assembly
total effective irradiation time for core
clad failure temperature provided it has not previously ruptured
(model parameter) (MAAP3B only)
temperature at which clad fails if it hasn't already ruptured (model
parameter) (MAAP4 only)
primary system pressure
fraction of gas volume in lower plenum of pin
fraction of gas volume in upper plenum of pin
beginning-of-time-step strain
beginning-of-time-step rate of strain

of-time-step rate of clad strain and whether there is fuel pin failure in a

3.5.3 Physical Basis of the Model

The clad ballooning model is an extension of the model detailed in Reference [13] and is based

on functional relationships given in Reference [14] which represent the composite results of

numerous experiments. In essence, these experiments demonstrate that the tangential stress in

the cladding controls the ballooning and rupture process. For the comparatively uniform core

axial temperature profiles, this reduces to a limitation on hoop stress.
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The algorithm for the model can be summarized as follows:

a. The gas pressure in the fuel pin is computed.

b. At each axial location, the following quantities are sequentially computed:

- the burst stress aeB

- the hoop stress aH

- the strain in the elastic regime

- the strain in the plastic regime

c. If the plastic strain is smaller than the elastic value, the cladding behaves locally elastically

and the strain is set to the elastic strain.

d. If the plastic strain is larger than the elastic strain, the rate of strain is computed.

e. Ballooning ceases when the cladding fails at any axial location. This is caused by either the

hoop stress exceeding the burst stress, or by the temperature exceeding a user-specified

failure temperature (e.g., the Zircaloy melting temperature).

The following subsections detail the procedures used to calculate the above quantities.

3.5.3.1 Internal Gas Pressure

Inspection of fission product inventory and release calculations indicates that the gas pressure

developed in a fuel pin at the time of ballooning is due, nearly entirely, to the buildup of xenon

in the presence of the original (helium) fill gas. The total inventory of xenon is easily

correlated since the isotopes contributing the majority of the mass are long-lived or stable.

Figure 3-6 shows the results of ORIGEN calculations run at various burnups. The total xenon

mass per kilogram of UO,at irradiation time t (sees) can be expressed as:

M = 6.809x W" t kg (3.4-1)

To compute the pressure, the total fuel pin xenon inventory in each radial region is first

initialized using Eq. 3.4-1. A user-specified fraction of this mass (model parameter FXEGAP)

is assumed to have migrated into the cladding-pellet gap during operation. For convenience, to
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avoid treating two gas species, the gap xenon mass is increased by the mass of xenon which

would give the user-specified initial (zero irradiation time) fill gas pressure. At each location in

the fuel pin, the gas is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with adjacent structures. Since the

gas pressure at each axial location i must be approximately equal, the mass of xenon at each

location is given by:

P V,A
M, = — — (3.4-2)

K y,
where V, = available gas volume

Tj = local gas temperature
P = pressure (unknown)
A = molecular weight
R = ideal gas constant

The calculations of gas volume consider the increase in volume due to strain. The fission gas

plena are modeled by including the upper plenum as a separate node (since its temperature may

be significantly different than the adjacent fueled region) and by lumping the lower plenum with

the lowest fueled node (both are generally cool at the time of ballooning). Summing over axial

nodes, the total mass of xenon in the pin is:

PA V,
Mror = — I -

A 1 j

Solving Eq. 3.4-3 for PA/R and substituting in Eq. 3.4-2 yields

(3.4-3)

f
T,

(3 4-4)

Substituting Eq. 3.4-4 in Eq. 3.4-2 yields

P = MTOT ~~7 77~ (3.4-5)

Eq. 3.4-5 is used at each time step to compute the gas pressure.
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3.5.3.2 Burst Stress

Correlations for the tangential failure or burst stress (a6B) are given in Reference [14] as:

KA

am"1 46.86 K A
T2

T < 750K

750 <T <1050K

T > 105 OK

(3.4-6)

where KAis the strength coefficient given by

KA = 1.18 x 109 + T[4.55 x JO5

+ T(-3.28x 10s + 1.731)]

2.86 x 1
KA = 2.52xlO6 exp

2

KA = 1.84 x 10s - 1.44 x 105 T

KA = 4.33 x 107 + T[-6.69xlO4

+ T(37.58 - 7.33 x W3 T)]

T<750K

750<T<1090K

1090<T<1255K

T>1255K

(3.4-7)

3.5.3.3 Hoop Stress

The hoop stress is given by:

= (P - PPS) r

1

where P = internal gas pressure,
PPS = primary system pressure,
t = clad thickness,
r = clad radius.

The clad thickness is given by:

to

' 1 - s

where to= original thickness,

(3.4-8)

(3.4-9)
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8 = strain.

Similarly, the clad radius is given by:

r = ro (I + e) (3.4-10)

where rois the original radius.

3.5.3.4 Elastic Strain

In the elastic regime, strain caused by the hoop stress aH is given by:

eE = Y (3.4-11)

where the modulus E is correlated in Reference [15] by

E = 7.75x 10" - 5.99x 107 T T < 1135K

E = 1.01 x 10" - 4.73 x 107 T T > 1135K

3.5.3.5 Plastic Strain

In the plastic regime, the strain resulting from the hoop stress aH is given in Reference [14] by:

C \'/n<

*, - \jr,) ( j-4" l j )

where

K, = 1.40 x 109 - 1.22 x 106 T - 96.62 f T < 755K

K, = 2.54x JO9 - 2.79x l(f T 755 < T < 866K (3.4-14)

K, = 1.18 exp [25.12 - T(9.22x Iff - 1.68 x Iff6 T)] T > 866K

and

n, = -1.35x 10'- + T(5.15x Iff4 - 5.59x Iff1 T) T < 755K
n, = 0.057 T > 755K (3.4-15)

3.5.3.6 Rate of Plastic Strain
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Once the cladding is in the plastic regime, it begins to plastically deform. The rate of strain is

given in Reference [14] by:

O ^z

l/m

where m and n are given below.

m = 0.02

m = 20.63 + T[-0.077 + T[9.51x

+ T(-3.86x W8)]}

m = -0.065 + 2.20x I0'4 T

T < 730K

730 < T < 900K

900 < T

(3.4-16)

(3.4-17)

(3.4-18)

/; = -0.095 + T[1.17x 10'3 + T(-1.99x JO'6

+ 9.59 x JO'10 T)J

n = -0.227 + 2.5x JO"1

n = 0.J73

Since the strain rate is quite large at small initial strains, for numerical stability it is integrated

over the time step and converted into an average rate of strain:

£f - Si

T<JJ00K

JJ00<T<J600K-

T>J600K

x Â

where the end-of-time step strain is

(3.4-19)

S f m = Si (J + noverm) (JO'3) — j At (3.4-20)

3.6 U-ZR-0 MIXTURE MODEL

3.6.1 Introduction

The fuel-clad interaction to form the U-Zr-0 mixture is described in subroutine FDISS. In

HEATUP, a fuel rod is divided into two components, the Zr clad and UO2 fuel pin. As the fuel

rod heats up, the clad will react with steam to form a ZrO2 layer, an a-Zr(O) layer and Zr. Also,

Zr in the clad will diffuse or dissolve UO2 to form a mixture which contains the a-Zr(O) and U-
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Zr layers. These two a-Zr(O) and U-Zr layers are treated as a U-Zr-0 mixture in HEATUP.

The U-Zr-0 mixture, ZrO2 layer, and the unreacted Zr constitute the clad components. Note

that besides the fuel-clad interaction, the composition of the U-Zr-0 mixture can also change due

to melt motion. Molten UO2, Zr, or ZrO2 can become a part of the U-Zr-0 mixture in the

receiving node if U-Zr-0 pre-exists in the receiving node.

Subroutine FDISS calculates fuel-clad interactions which include the dissolution of uranium

oxide (UO2) and outer ZrO2 layer by Zircaloy. Inputs to this subroutine are the masses of UO2,

ZrO2, Zr, the U-Zr-0 compound, and the cladding temperature. These input masses are used to

calculate the dissolution distances at the beginning of each time step by assuming the cylindrical

geometry of the fuel rods. The cladding temperature is used to calculate the dissolution

velocity at the current time step. The dissolution velocity is then converted to the mass

exchange rates between UO2, ZrO2, Zr, and the U-Zr-0 compound.

3.6.2 Structure and Interface

Subroutine FDISS is divided into two sections. First, it calculates the dissolution of UO2 by

molten Zircaloy. The procedure is described below:

a. Determine the radius of the original and current fuel pellet given the original and current UO2

masses with the assumption of cylindrical geometry.

b. Determine the contact area between pellet and clad.

c. Calculate the dissolution rate using Equation (3.6-2).

d. Limit the dissolution by the solubility of UO, in molten Zr, and the availability of UO2, Zr,

and the contact area.

e. Convert the dissolution rate to the mass exchange rate of uranium, oxygen, and zirconium

atoms between UO:, Zr, and U-Zr-0 components.

The second part of the routine is to calculate the oxygen uptake rate from the ZrO layer to the Zr

layer from the alpha-stabilized Zr(O). The procedure is very similar to the first part described
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above.

FDISS is a phenomenological routine and is called in subroutine HEATUP after all the thermal

hydraulics and heat transfer calculations are completed. The major input and output variables

are listed below:

INPUTS:

TCLAD = clad temperature
MU2N0 = initial mass of UO2

MU2N = massofUO2

MUZ 1,2,3 = mass of U, Zr, and O in U-Zr-0 mixture, respectively
MZRN = mass of Zr
MZON = mass of ZrO2

CON1,CON2,CON3 = density * FA * NPIN * ZDN * PI for UO2) UZO+Zr, and ZrO2

TD = TIME STEP
RATUU = (M0LWU2 - M0LW02) / M0LWU2
RATOU2 = M0LW02 / M0LWU2
RATOA = MOLWO * 0.3D0 / (MOLWO * 0.3D0 + MOLWZr * 0.7D0)

OUTPUTS:

WDIFZO = ZrO2 diffusion rate from ZrO2 into U-Zr-0
WDIFZR = Zr diffusion rate from Zircaloy to U-Zr-0

WDIFZR + WDIFZO forms ZR7O3
WDISU = U dissolution rate from UO2 to U-Zr-0
WDISO = O dissolution rate from UO2 to U-Zr-0
WDISZR = Zr dissolution rate from UO2 to U-Zr-O

3.6.3 Physical Basis of the Model

The schematic picture of a fuel rod modeled in MAAP is shown in Figure 3-2. A ZrO2 layer is

formed due to the Zircaloy steam reaction (modeled in subroutines COVER and ROW), and the

outer a-Zr(O) layer is formed by dissolving the ZrO, layer into the Zircaloy layer. The

hydrogen generation calculated in subroutines COVER and ROW is consistent with the oxygen

content in these two layers. The inner (contacting UO2) surface of Zircaloy can react with

uranium oxide to form two different phases, a (U,Zr) alloy and a-Zr(O), which are included in

the 5U layer shown in Figure 3-2. Note that the U-Zr-0 compound defined in MAAP
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includes the outer oc-Zr(O) layer and the inner 8U layer shown in Figure 3-2.

The dissolution distance into the UO2 pellet, 5U, follows the parabolic law as expressed by the

Hofmann kinetic correlation [16]:

Si = KJ (3.6-1)

The dissolution distance over one time step is then

(3.6-2)

where:

5 U = the dissolution distance at the beginning of time step (m),

5U' = the dissolution distance at the end of time step (m),

Ku = o.W4 e310mx'°S/RT (3.6-3)

R = universal gas constant = 8314 J/K/kg-Mole, and

T = cladding temperature (K).

Su is calculated based on the current UO2 mass, Mu2, and the original UO2 mass, Mu2o, per rod:

n°~^~ (3.6-4)

The rate of UO2 mass dissolution over a time step can then be calculated to update the UO2 and

U-Zr-0 masses for the next time step:

(3.6-5)
at

where r0 is the original pellet radius, 1 is the length of a node, and pu2 is the UO2 density. The
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amount of UO2 mass that can be dissolved into the U-Zr-0 compound is limited by the U-Zr-0

solubility. A MATPRO routine, PSLV, which calculates the maximum amount of moles of

UO2 which can be dissolved in a given U-Zr-0 compound at a given temperature is then called to

prevent an excess amount of UO2 from getting dissolved at a high temperature and in a small U-

Zr-0 mass node.

A similar approach is used to calculate the oc-Zr(O) growth. First, UO2, U-Zr-O, and Zr masses

are used to identify the outer radius of each region and the 5zgrowth distance shown in Figure 3-

2. The oxygen content in the U-Zr-0 compound has to come from UO2 and ZrO2 dissolution.

From the uranium content in the U-Zr-0 compound, the mass of oxygen from the ZrO2 diffusion

is calculated by subtracting the oxygen in the dissolved UO2 from the total oxygen in the

compound. Knowing the mass of the diffused oxygen from ZrO2 and assuming the chemical

formula of a-Zr(O) to be Zr07O03, the thickness of a-Zr(O) at the beginning of the time step can

therefore be determined. The KfK Hofmann kinetic diffusion model [16] is adopted to

calculate the cc-Zr(O) growth at the end of the time step:

(3.6-6)

where:

K a = 0.0014956 e-207521E8/RT T < 1373.0 K

0.0001549 e "'S1885E8/RT T > 1373.0 K

Since the oxygen diffused into U-Zr-0 is to form Zr07O03, a maximum limitation on the amount

of oxygen intake is imposed in the calculation based on the mass of Zr content in the U-Zr-0

compound.
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Figure 3-1 Core Nodalization Scheme
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Figure 3-2 General Fuel Composition and Interaction
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Figure 3-3 Flow Velocity Field in Uncovered Core
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Figure 3-4 Calculation Scheme for Core Flow Pattern
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Figure 3-5 A Typical Configuration for Calculating View Factors
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Figure 3-6 Isotopic Xenon Masses versus Irradiation Time
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Major purpose of this report is to provide information about the characteristics of MAAP4 core

T/H models to new integrated severe accident code to be developed. The basic characteristics

of the new integrated code includes: 1) Flexible simulation capability of primary side, secondary

side, and the containment of different kinds of PWR such as present commercial reactors,

KNGR4, developing mid/small size reactor etc. under severe accident conditions, 2) Detailed

plant simulation including mass, energy, and momentum conservations, 3) Convenient user-

interface with simplified I/O processes, 4) Highly modularization for easy maintenance

/improvement, and 5) State-of-the-art model selection.

In conclusion, MAAP4 code has appeared to be superior for 3) and 4) items but to be somewhat

inferior for 1) and 2) items. For Item 5), more efforts should be made in the future to compare

separated models in detail with not only other codes but also recent world-wide work.

The followings summarize major issues that are disclosed to be important or have spotlight

during the review process, to show the strong or weak aspects of model and input in MAAP4

code compared with other codes as far as possible.

4.1 DECAY HEAT POWER CALCULATION

MAAP4 (in Subroutine POWER) calculates the fractional decay heat power as a function of time

t after shutdown. It adopts, like MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 codes, the ANSI/ANS

standard [17] which includes fission product decay from fission of 235U/:j9Pu/:38U and the decay

of the two short-lived actinides, 23.5 minute 239U and 2.35 day 239Np.

The decay heat power can be presented in tables or equivalent analytical representations. The

MAAP4 decay power module choose the analytical representations which needs input such as

time of irradiation, fuel exposure (= burnup) at scram, initial fuel enrichment, fuel alpha (=

4 Korea Next Generation Reactor
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fissile isotope capture per fission) and conversion ratio (= production rate of 239Pu per absorption

in fissile isotopes), and fission power fraction of 235U/239Pu/238U. So, MAAP4 has no option to

input the decay power as a table form which results in less flexibility compared with other codes.

The output form is the fractional decay heat power (= decay heat power P(t) at time t after

shutdown divided by initial core power Po) which is convenient form to notice the current decay

power, while other codes are providing no fraction but just decay heat power itself.

In standard, a method is prescribed to account for the effect of neutron capture (= activation) in

fission products for shutdown times, t less than 104 sec using a multiplying factor that depends

on reactor operating time, total fissions per initial fissile atom, and the time after shutdown t.

The upper bound for this factor is also prescribed for shutdown times up to 109 sec. The

correction factor for fission product activation used in MAAP4 is not part of the standard but is

properly below the conservative upper bound. Anyhow, due to this, the limitation of MAAP4

decay heat calculation is valid for the time range of 3 days after shutdown which would be a

great demerit when accident simulation is needed more than 3 days.

4.2 NODALIZATION

MAAP4 divides the core into a maximum total of 175 nodes with the r-z representation of 7

radial rings by 25 axial rows, which can easily be altered by the parameter statements. One

notice here is that the axial nodalization is made with equal axial lengths while the radial

nodalization is made with the fraction of area for each radial ring. This means that the axial

nodalization scheme in axial direction is less flexible compared with the radial nodalization

scheme.

4.3 CORE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL

In MAAP4, heatup of coolant and covered/uncovered nodes in core which can be made via three

heat transfer modes, conduction/convection/radiation, is well characterized. For this heatup (in

other words, temperature) calculation in core, heat transfer between uncovered core nodes is
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calculated first. This calculation is made axially for conduction/convection mode and radially

for radiation mode. The intra-node heat transfer including all the three modes is then calculated

radially (i.e., no axial intra-node heat transfer is considered) among four components (= such as

fuel, clad, control rod, and fluid5) for intact fuel geometry. For non-intact6 geometry, all

components are lumped together and represented by a single temperature to calculate heat

transfer between the water and core materials.

Brief summarization of core heat transfer for intact fuel geometry follows by calculational order:

1. First, Inter-cell radial and axial heat transfer rates (which are calculated in HEATUP) are

distributed into fuel pellet, cladding, and control rods based on their individual internal

energy, U.

2. Second, the radially intra-node heat transfers among four components (which are modeled in

subroutine COVER/ROW) are based on the followings:

a. The pellet internal conduction7 is determined using the average fuel pellet temperature

b. The fuel pellet-to-cladding gap conductance is calculated from the contact and radiation

contributions

c. The heat transfer coefficient between fuel pellet and fluid (in the absence of cladding) is

calculated from the convection and radiation contributions

d. The heat transfer coefficient between fuel pellet and control rod (in the absence of

cladding) is calculated from the radiation contribution only

e. The heat transfer coefficient between cladding and fluid is calculated from the convection

and radiation contributions

The major assumptions made in deriving the heat transfer models are as follows:

1. Semi-implicit solution technique (masses, heat transfer coefficients, and heat capacities are

assumed constant in one time step)

" water in covered node and gas in uncovered node
0 collapsed/partially blocked or candling/fully blocked

This is the only heat conduction considered in core heat transfer
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2. Unit view factors for all heat transfer paths (choosing the smaller of the heat transfer areas

between two objects)

3. Internal heat transfer resistance of cladding and control rods is neglected.

In heatup calculation, mass balance is another topic to be considered:

In covered node, the only mass change considered is due to metal-water reactions. The fuel-

cladding interaction and melt relocation are separately calculated in MAAP4 (see Section 3.6 and

MOVECR subroutine [1]), and the water temperature change due to steam-H, mass exchange is

ignored.

In the uncovered node besides metal-steam reactions, gas is moving while water is not moving in

the covered node. As the gas flows through the uncovered nodes, the gas in a specific node at

the beginning of the time step may be different from the one at the end of the time step. Hence,

the mass of gas (i.e., heat capacitance) in the heat transfer equations cannot be determined

without solving the problem in time and space simultaneously. The process for solving the

coupled time-spatial heat transfer equations is somewhat complex and is well described in

Section 3.3.5 where a quasi-steady state assumption is made to avoid solving the coupled time-

spatial heat transfer equations.

4.4 MOMENTUM BALANCE EQUATIONS

MAAP4 core T/H model uses a lumped mass approach for all mass and energy conservations

and no momentum conservation is explicitly considered (i.e., there are no differential equations

expressing the conservation of momentum). Instead, momentum balances in MAAP4 are

considered to be quasi-steady, which reduces them to algebraic expressions. This approach

reduces the computational complexity while still providing a realistic overall description of the

core thermal-hydraulic behavior. The model is quasi-steady in the sense that the exit flows are

determined by the inlet flows and steaming, i.e. changes in internal core flow rates due to

pressure changes are neglected.
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This momentum balance (before and after core degradation) is used in core T/H model to set up

the natural circulation between core and upper plenum. This natural circulation is induced by

fluid density (= temperature) difference both between the colder upper plenum and the hotter

core and between radial core nodes (i.e., the fluid density shows the trend of minimum value

near the center and the maximum near the periphery, both due to H, production and radial

temperature profiles). These density gradients drive the natural circulation velocity field

shown in Figure 3-3; steam flows up through the central portion of the core, enters the upper

plenum, and then re-enters from the upper plenum flowing downward through the periphery of

the core. Based on this, the velocity field in the uncovered core can be derived from the local

momentum balance equation (see equation 3.3-54; see subroutine HEATUP) with the

assumptions of no radial pressure gradient (dP/dr = 0) and the axial pressure gradient being

independent of the existence of circulation. The radial flow split location (r = R in Figure 3-4)

is determined to the point where velocity u(r,z) vanishes from this momentum equation, while

the flow axial turning location (z = z* in Figure 3-4) is determined both from this momentum

equation (i.e., the magnitude of the circulation flow) and from comparison of the flow

temperatures between the annual downflow region and the steaming upflow region (see

subroutine CIRCUP). In case of degrading core, the flow redistribution among a row of core

nodes resulting from the crust formation need to be calculated. For this, another momentum

equations are solved (see subroutine REFLOW) including a radial resistance term which

accounts for the relative resistance among the nodes exerted by the crust. In solving the

resistance added momentum equation, the outlet flow for each node will be determined by the

incoming flow from the node directly below it, the resistance of itself, and the surrounding

outgoing nodes.

4.5 INPUT

a. MAAP4 has the capability of treating both B4C and Ag-In-Cd types of control rod. Those

PWR users whose reactor has control material of B4C in lieu of Ag-In-Cd should set the

control parameter IBCCR equal to 1.
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b. The valve (for example, safety or relief valves) initial capacity is input by flow rate rather

than the size and the flow rate is converted to the equivalent size inside the code if needed.

This input form is more convenient for the user because the design document such as design

requirement provides valve capacity information in form of nominal flow rate.

Furthermore, the design specification sheet which would provides the valve size information

is usually hard to access.

c. MAAP4 has no explicit input variable for reactor coolant pump volume which should be

added to cold leg volume implicitly by the user.

d. The graphic scheme is well organized that is easy to control from user's side (for example,

plot variable selection, plotting time/time interval control etc.)
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